
FUEL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
ODYSSEY WORLD™

With web-based, real-time capabilities, Odyssey World™ 
provides the user with central visibility of their entire 
estate’s fuel usage and stocks. Odyssey World™ has been 
developed in-house by Triscan’s experienced development 
team. Upgrades to future versions are included as part of 
the licence package.

Benefits
Triscan’s Odyssey World™ offers a wide range of benefits:

• Account for every drop of fuel with full audit trail

•  Advanced usage, exception and environmental reporting

• View CO
2
 and fuel savings by kg, L and £

• Hosted via Rackspace

•  Diagnostics and technical assistance over the telephone available from 
06:00 to 22:00, 7 days a week, excluding bank holidays



How does it work?
Data is presented in a series of dashboards, offering a history of vehicle 
information and odometer readings for an entire fleet. Numerous 
concurrent users can be nominated and authorised access. The software 
allows detailed reporting of usage, stock, performance and trends.

Overview

Odyssey World™
Key specs

•  Real time fuel management via OLA

•  Cost centre and custom vehicle grouping

•  Web-based, password protected, and supports 
multiple concurrent users

• Re-order and low level stock warnings

Reporting
Key specs

•  Schedule reports to be emailed to users on  
a set date, time and / or frequency

• Comprehensive user audit log

• Custom reporting available

•  Can be filtered by one or multiple criteria 
such as: vehicle, driver, depot, cost centre  
and many more

Secure web hosting
Key specs

•  Odyssey World™ is hosted via Rackspace, an 
enhanced security platform with a managed 
dedicated server hosted in the UK

• 100% Network uptime guarantee*

• ISO 27001 accredited data centre
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Stamp out fuel theft:
•  Account for every drop of fuel 

with full audit trail

•  Record invalid attempts to 
access fuel by unauthorised IDs

•  Set fuel limits by vehicle

•  Enable alerts when pumps 
are disabled

•  Review low tank stock alerts

•  Access advanced vehicle 
exception reports

Cut fuel costs and CO2 output:

•  View CO
2
 and fuel savings by 

kg, L and £

•  View CO
2
 output, low stock 

levels and tree ofset

•  Calculate vehicle MPG

•   View a daily, monthly or annual 
average fuel usage report

Key features
•  Real-time enabled to control 

access to fuel (if connected to 
a Triscan Apollo2™ or ApolloR2 
fuel management system)

 •  Reports can be saved in a 
number of formats including: 
XML, CSV, PDF, MHTML, 
Excel, TIFF and Word

•  Reorder and low level stock 
warnings can be setup - with 
these alerts being presented 
within the management 
dashboard or emailed to users

•  Live stock level monitoring 
available, enabling fuel stock 
to be managed at a central or 
local level

•  Alternative fuel vehicle 
management available (dual 
fuel, LNG, CNG & H)

“  We have been more than happy with the Odyssey system 
recommended and installed by Triscan. We have found that the 
new system has not only improved our visibility of usage and 
stock levels, but has allowed us to more effectively manage the 
fleet with the additional benefit in costs savings that this brings.”
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